
CHUBUT PROVINCE: OF HIPPIES, OUTLAWS AND WELSHMEN 

The town of El Bolson is apparently the start of the southern hippy 

trail. Unintentionally we follow in its tracks to the village of Epuyen 

and, more specifically, to the Refugio del Lago (beside lake Epuyen), 

where rake-thin Rastas, the evening sun winking on their facial studs, 

drift between the trees. The refugio was established by a French 

couple, formerly ski instructors from Val d’Isere. They moved to the 

slopes above Bariloche thirty years ago to continue their profession, 

before settling for something altogether more laid back beside Lake 

Epuyen. Our first impressions of their campsite when we drive in are 

that it displays the usual scene of abandonment: a wooden boat 

springs apart in the orchard; an over-supply of uprooted trees await 

an axe; the parrillas cry out for cement; rickety gates need a hinge; 

the bathrooms weep for a less imaginative plumber. Even the poor 

old cat is reduced to only three paws. However, after a slurp or two 

of Quilmes the place begins to grow on us. And the madame of the 

house does make a very good goat cheese. All in all it’s very calm, 

peaceful and simple – a tonic to what we’ve seen further north. We 

stay a couple of nights. On the road back from the village the 

following day we pick up a girl thumbing a lift. She’s from Canada 

and lives with a community of hippies in the hills. ‘Between growing 

flowers we sit about and meditate,’ she says. Indeed, there is a 

definite disregard of time here in Epuyen. For example, we get lost 

down a country lane, ending up at an old farmstead where sheep 

skins rot on a fence. We explain to the old man wandering with 

several dogs out of a shed how we’ve been directed to a farm selling 

organic fruit and veg. He rubs his head. He’s never heard of this farm 

we’re looking for. ‘Come with me,’ he says. We follow him to his 

orchard. ‘You can come and pick these apples,’ he tells us, nibbling 



on leaves he plucks from the ground, ‘they’ll be ready any time in 

March.’ It was only the middle of February. Did he expect us to wait?  

For a fan of Hollywood westerns, it’s particularly exciting to be 

hunting down the farm where Butch Cassidy and the Sundance Kid 

once hid from the law. In the autumn of 1901 the two outlaws, 

including Sundance’s girlfriend Etta Place, boarded the SS Soldier 

Prince in New York and sailed for Argentina to begin a new life. In 

Buenos Aires they called on the Director of Land Development and 

secured themselves 12,000 acres of rough camp in Chubut province.  

At one point they had 300 cattle, 1500 sheep and 26 horses, and 

none of their neighbours suspected who they really were. By early 

1905, having grown bored of their farm and steady life, they were 

back robbing banks. Rumours abound that they never really died in a 

shootout in Bolivia. Butch’s sister swears her brother came home to 

Circleville in the fall of 1925, and tucked in to a large blueberry pie. In 

the Cholila Valley, after a little hunting about, we eventually find a 

small, painted sign on a fence: “BUTCH CASSIDY’S HOUSE”. Some 

distance away we see three log cabins amongst trees, beside the Rio 

Blanco. We plod across the field to reach them, creep through the 

open window and enter this shrine of shrines. I can’t quite believe 

I’m standing where Butch and Sundance once lived. Apart from 

Butch’s old black kettle dangling from a rope the house is empty. His 

parilla is out back, a few blackened logs beside it. In the movie this is 

where they frolicked on a bicycle to “Raindrops keep falling on my 

head.”  (I think they were also chased by a bull, I can’t quite 

remember). Aaah…..what magic. 

After all the excitement we head for ‘Cholila Lodge and Camping’ to 

calm down. This is a private estate with a 12 kilometre drive and 

must be where fly fishermen come when they die. It is a trout 

hunter’s heaven. If you want to get away from it all, and catch a fish 



in stunning surroundings…this has to be it. We are told there is an 

American staying in the lodge. He’s flying his light aircraft from the 

US to the Falkland Islands. In the morning he does a fly past just 

above the trees. I guess the fishermen weren’t awfully happy. 

‘What the hell are we doing here?’ we cry. We’re at La Hoya, a ski 

resort 1000 metres above Esquel, because we’re convinced it will 

provide an idyllic camp for the night. I can assure you it does not. La 

Hoya is Siberia with a chairlift. The views are good, but after five 

minutes the wind cuts to the bone. A dose of melancholy rapidly sets 

in, requiring us to descend rather quickly and repair straight to the 

cake shop. We can attest to there being a very good cake shop on 

Avenida Don Bosco, should anyone find themselves in Esquel (or La 

Hoya). The only other attraction in this town is that it is the end of 

the line for La Trochita, also known as The Old Patagonian Express, a 

steam train which meanders between El Maiten (just down the road) 

and Esquel, at a speed of 30 km/h. Apparently Paul Theroux wrote a 

book about it, which I should say is quite a feat. The train sometimes 

gets derailed by high winds and ice, which is all good macho stuff – 

unlike British trains, of course, which baulk at the sight of a damp 

leaf. We went to see how many train-spotters might be on the 

platform awaiting the arrival of La Trochita. Unsurprisingly, I 

suppose, we came across four Swiss. They were hanging around their 

truck, snatching eager looks at their watches. If they thought this 

thing was going to run to Swiss timing they had another thing 

coming. We departed in a hurry when they saw our Swiss plate and 

began waving at us madly.  

The Welsh started arriving in Chubut province from the 1860’s, 

settling mainly in the east. A few hardy souls made it as far as 

Trevelin, in the cordillera, which is where we find ourselves next. For 

us the north-western part of the Chubut province has shown some of 



the most attractive scenery to date, so we think they chose a rather 

good place to come and live. It is a Sunday when we wander the 

streets of Trevelin and pretty much the only thing open is the 

museum and the ATM (we avoid the two teahouses selling Welsh 

cakes). It took the Welsh settlers a number of years to establish 

themselves, the arid steppe being a little different to what they left 

behind. Apparently none of them knew a thing about farming when 

they arrived, so the first few years were a bit hit and miss. They 

survived with the help of the Tehuelche Indians. I thought you might 

like to know the Eisteddfod is the biggest Welsh celebration in the 

year, and takes place in October. 

After Trevelin we re-join the Ruta 40. It is part ripio and part tarmac 

and seems to unwind forever. We traverse a vast steppe, dodging 

guanaco and small ostriches as we go, and are full of admiration for 

those early explorers and cartographers; they must have constantly 

wondered how much further they had to coax their pack animals 

before they reached something they might feasibly call The End. The 

estancias here all have driveways of at least 14 kilometres (the 

record we saw was 24 kilometres) so I guess they don’t suffer too 

much from door to door salesman, though some might enjoy the 

company. Traffic is much reduced. For a short while ‘Radio Patagon’ 

amuses us with folk songs, before it breaks up with a crackle and a 

whine…and then there is nothing. Is anybody out there?        

       


